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ABSTRACT 

A perceptual experiment was conducted to determine 
whether listeners of a tone language categorize successive 
variations of F0 stimuli. The results obtained partially 
support that perception of tone by YZ listeners is 
categorical, since a tone boundary effect was attested only 
for the High>Low continuum. The results indicate that 
listeners can discriminate better between intraphonemic 
variations of frequency within the space associated to a 
tone category than identify them. The overall results 
suggest that there is a difference in the perception of tones 
based on the static or dynamic nature of tone frequencies. 
The steady frequencies of level tones are better 
discriminated than the contour tones. The results suggest 
that YZ listeners are sensitive not only to the absolute 
magnitude of the contour but to the interaction of the 
extreme endpoint and the slope. 

INTRODUCTION 

A long tradition of research on speech perception starting 
with the pioneering study of Liberman et al. (1957) has 
shown that a series of consecutive stimuli extracted from a 
physical continuum is sorted by listeners into discrete units 
rather than in a continuous dimension [1], [6], [9]. The vast 
majority of research on the auditory processing and 
perception of pitch has been grounded mainly on 
non-speech stimuli. Previous studies have demonstrated 
that there is a close relation between the sinusoidal 
frequency of pure tones and pitch [3] so that, in general, the 
frequency of the tone corresponds to its pitch. However, it 
is inconclusive that these findings can be extrapolated 
directly to linguistic stimuli. There are comparatively fewer 
studies on the perception of linguistic tone [1], [6], [8], [9]. 
In general, most of the research available suggests a 
categorical perception for linguistic tone. However, some 
other studies report contrary evidence [1], [4] suggesting 
that the perception of pitch is non-categorical. Therefore, 
because in languages with contrastive tone the basic 
acoustic parameter underlying the linguistic function is the 
fundamental frequency, and because pitch is highly 
correlated with frequency, the study of the listener’s 
subjective evaluation of frequency in tone languages 
presents privileged evidence on the research agenda of 
speech perception. Hence, the aim of this paper is to 
investigate the patterns of pitch perception by native 
listeners of Yalálag Zapotec (henceforth YZ) an 
Otomanguean language spoken in the district of Villa 
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o, municipality of Villa Alta, Oaxaca, by 5,000 
ers, according to the 1990 Mexican census. YZ has 
lexical tones: high (H), low (L) and falling (F), 
ated by /ya/ ‘temazcal’ (traditional hot bath) 
a/ ‘bell’ and  /ya/ ‘cane’ in Figure 1. Two 
ments were carried out that addressed three central 
 in this paper. First, the pattern of identification of F0 
i as varied along a continuum; second, the pattern of 

mination of matching pairs differing in their 
ncy values, and third the correlation between tone 

fication and tone discrimination functions.  

 
 1. Contrast between High, Low and Falling tones 

METHODS 

ials. The stimuli in the two experiments consisted of a 
 of resynthesized variations of minimal pair words in 
, other things being equal, the F0 was modified in 
als of 5 Hz with respect to the frequency obtained in 
riginal, unmodified word. All the stimuli were 
ced by the Praat program [2]. A set of 16 minimal 
f tone were selected.  The frequency value of a given 
ord was reduced or increased in intervals of 5 Hz 
 similar value of the opposite tone was reached. Six 

 cases of manipulation along the F0 continuum were 
guished and tested in the experiments: 1. High to Low 
); 2. Low to High (L>H); 3. Falling to High (F>H); 4. 
g to Low (F>L); 5. High to Falling (H>F); 6. Low to 
g (L>F). 

cts. 11 subjects, native speakers of YZ, with normal 
g (ages 14-69; 6 females, 5 males) participated in the 
ment. Each subject was tested individually in the 
ce of the experimenter in the Phonetics Laboratory at 
 or in her/his home (in Los Angeles, California or in 
a, Mexico). The experiment lasted between 60 and 
nutes. Data were collected, recorded and processed 
the Psyscope program, statistical analysis were 
ed with SPSS and Statview software. Acoustic 
is were made with the PCQuirer and Praat programs. 



Procedure. Subjects were told they would be participating 
in two experiments, i. identification and ii. discrimination 
in which they would hear words or pair of words that differ 
only by the tone.  

Identification. Eleven subjects participated in the 
identification task. One block of 122-item test was prepared 
(1341 total, one speaker missed one item.) The intertrial 
interval was of 1000 ms. The block contained six variations 
of the three tones high, low and falling (H>L, H>F, L>H, 
L>F, F>H, F>L) which were used for the analysis. A 
two-alternative forced-choice procedure was used 
throughout. The subjects were presented with a single 
auditory stimulus while a pair of photographs evoking the 
referents of the minimal pair of tone were displayed 
simultaneously alongside on a computer screen during 
2500 ms. The subjects were instructed to respond by 
pressing one of two keys that corresponded to the visual 
stimulus on the right or left sides of the screen. The 
experiments were introduced to the subjects by instructions 
in their native language. There was a practice session 
before the experimental trials. The words and their 
resynthesized variations in the practice session were 
different from those tested in the experiment. The subjects 
were asked to press the key that corresponded to their 
choice “as soon as possible”. 

Discrimination. Five subjects participated in the 
discrimination task. A block of 639-item sequences was 
prepared (3196 total). To test discrimination by the judging 
“same”/“different” procedure the stimuli was arranged in 
pairs, each of which consisted of an A stimulus and a B 
stimulus which was identical to, or a variation of the A 
stimulus. The subjects were instructed to determine 
whether the stimulus in the pair were the ‘same’ or 
‘different’ by pressing one of two keys selected for that 
purpose which have been covered with two different colors, 
associating a green key for ‘same’ response, and red key for 
‘different’ response. The interstimuli interval was 1000 ms 
and the intertrial interval was 25000 ms. The A and B 
auditory stimuli of the pair were designed by pairing each 
stimulus step by step until the absolute values of the B 
stimulus reached the lower limit of the opposite tone 
category; for instance, the stimuli prepared of a H tone 
word was varied as follows: in one trial when the frequency 
was not modified at all, A stimulus (H = 0) was paired with 
a B stimulus which was lowered 5 Hz with respect to the 
frequency of the high tone word (H – 5); in a second trial, 
stimulus H = 0 was paired with a stimulus H – 10; in a third 
trial, H = 0 was paired with H – 15, and so on for the 
remaining stimuli on the continuum until the lowest value 
reached the frequency of the corresponding low tone word 
in the minimal pair. A matching pair where A=B was also 
included for all the points on the continuum. The stimuli 
pairs were randomized. 

HYPOTHESES 

Hypothesis 1. The first hypothesis states that the subjective 
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Figure

 The g
the th
of res
tion of the frequency of units changing uniformly 
the F0 continuum will produce significant differences 
hen they occur in the boundary of a phonemic unit 

t when they occur within the domain of the phonemic 
1], [6], [9], [10]. Therefore, it is expected that a 
r would categorize different acoustic stimuli as one 
 three phonological tones of YZ regardless of the 
ular values of F0, i.e. the stimuli will be perceived as 
r F categorically. Thus, the identification of particular 
i will depend on the tonal range assigned by the 
r to a particular phonemic tone. This hypothesis 
 be falsified if the results show that pitch is 
ndent of any category assignation, in which case the 

fication of the changes along the F0 continuum will 
 no category boundaries at all. 

thesis 2. The second hypothesis affirms that 
mination of stimuli will be much more accurate 
en categories than within them. The radical version of 
ypothesis claims that all stimuli in a given identified 
ry should be perceived as indistinguishable, whereas 
i from different categories, no matter how close on 
ntinuum, should be perceived as different. So for 
ce, it is predicted that a listener would discriminate 
 between members of a stimuli pair that are placed in 
pposite side of a tonal boundary assigned for a 
ular tone (H, L or F) than between members of a 
i pair situated within a given category, even if the 
al difference between the two members of the pair 
 be equivalent. It would be enough to falsify this 
hesis a result showing that the discrimination between 
nt acoustic stimuli would be similar regardless of the 
ry, in which case the perception of tone would 
te a continuous perception of pitch. 

RESULTS 

fication. The percentage of the identification function 
 across subjects is shown in Figure 2. 
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 2. Identification functions pooled across subjects 

raphs represent the identification functions for all of 
ree continua; graphs (a) and (b) show the percentage 
ponses labeled as High tone along the points in the 



continua H>L/L>H and H>F/F>H, respectively; graph (c) 
shows the percentage of responses identified as Falling 
along the continua F>L/L>F. The results indicate that 
listeners had a good performance identifying H and F 
categories. The circles connected by solid lines in the three 
graphs showed that the category shift for H and F occurs 
after a decrease of at least 20 Hz along the continua H>L, 
H>F and F>L. The triangle connected by dashed lines in (b) 
shows that in the variation of F towards H the category 
identification shifts after the extreme end point was 
increased by 30 Hz. In the same graphs it is shown that the 
identification of H when is modified to be F tone fall 
sharply after a variation of 20 Hz; nevertheless, 
unexpectedly, there is a raise in the scores for H-responses 
when the High tone was modified by 35 Hz. The results 
also indicate an unusual identification pattern of L.  As 
expected, subjects labeled the stimuli as L when the 
frequency variation was close to the frequency of the 
unmodified word, however, they label also the stimuli as L 
even though the step size frequencies were increased near 
to the end of the continua (towards H or F). For instance, in 
graph (a) after an increase of 30 Hz, listeners label the 
stimuli as L. 

Discrimination. The discrimination functions pooled over 
across the subjects for the continua H>L, H>F and F>L are 
shown in the three graphs in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Discrimination functions pooled across subjects 

The graphs show the percentage of “same” responses for 
the A-B trials when the A stimulus was not modified at all, 
and the B stimulus was varied along the continua. So for 
instance, graph (a) shows that the listeners considered 
stimulus A and stimulus B as the same 80% of the time 
when the stimuli where indeed identical (step 0). A number 
of patterns emerge from the results: 1. High tone in the 
continuum H>L is consistently discriminated after a 
decrease of 25 Hz; 2. High tone in the continuum H>F is 
not discriminated at all; all of the responses fall below 50%; 
3. Low tone in the continuum L>H is consistently 
discriminated after an increase of 5 Hz; 4. Low tone in the 
continuum L>F is consistently discriminated after an 
increase of 15 Hz; 5. Falling tone in the continuum F>H is 
consistently discriminated after an increase of 15 Hz; 
Falling tone in the continuum F>L is not discriminated at 
all; all of the responses fall below 50%. 
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

esults obtained partially support the premise that 
rs can identify categories within the successive F0 
i. As shown by the results of the identification task, 
s a reliable category boundary for H and F tones after 
iation of 20 Hz with respect to the frequencies 
ponding to tone of the unmodified word. However, 
ttern exhibited by L does not support an absolute 

fication function, since subjects labeled uniformly the 
i series as low tone words regardless of the increased 
 is not clear what could be the sources of this 
mance. The first conjecture to account for these facts 
t other acoustic properties of low tone words are 
nent enough for the listeners to recover the identity of 
derlying low tone. One possibility is that the higher 
nic structure of the low tone words was different 
h from the high and falling tone words to cue the 
fication of the listeners. Inspection of  narrow-band 
ograms showed that there were no noticeable 
nces between the stimuli pairs other than the 

mental frequency and its harmonics. Therefore, the 
ture of a difference in the harmonic structure of the 
i as the basis of the pattern of identification of L tone 
 be discarded. The other property frequently 
ated with differences in tone is duration. A number o 
s point out that, across languages, contour tones are 
 than level tones. Against the typological tendency, 

ngth of the words used as stimuli in this experiment 
that low tone words are equal or longer than falling 
 an both are longer than high tone words. Thus, it 
 that if there is an acoustic property forcing the 
able perception of low tone, length could not be the 

robust cue. In addition, some studies have 
strated that acoustic properties such, as duration, 

ated to tone contrast are not decisive to modify the 
fication judgments of native listeners of tone 
ages [7]. Thus, it remains inconclusive that duration is 
imary acoustic cue to leading  to the identification 
s obtained for low tone. Further experimental 
ce would shed light on the role of length in the 
tion of tone in YZ. 

 predicted that the discrimination functions will show 
 coinciding with the identification functions shifts. In 
this coincidence is taken as symptomatic of 
rical perception [1], [6], [9], [10]. The results 
ed partially support that perception of tone by YZ 
rs is categorical, in view of the fact that the tone 
ary effect is attested only for the High>Low 
uum. The overall results indicate that listeners can 
inate better between intraphonemic variations of 

ncy within the space associated to a tone category (H, 
than identify them. The results showed that the 
ination function falls after a modification of 5 Hz – 

, which is slightly earlier than the shift values for 
fication. The result is not surprising at all since, it is 
now that, in other domains of perception, particularly 
, discrimination tasks are more accurate than 
fication tasks [1], [6], [9], [10]. An interpretation of 



these results is that even though the listener identifies two 
stimuli as the same tone, he can discriminate the stimuli as 
‘variations’ of the same tone. There is evidence in the 
psychoacoustics literature [11] indicating that the just 
noticeable difference in the frequency of pure tones is 
smaller than the 5 Hz step size used in the present study. It 
may be possible that YZ listeners can detect the small 
differences between the stimuli and, accordingly, make 
subtle discrimination judgments.  

The present study showed that the three tones under 
investigation did not show an homogeneous pattern for the 
discrimination task. The overall results suggest that there is 
a difference based, primarily, on the static or dynamic 
nature of tone frequencies. Thus, the steady frequencies of 
level tones are well discriminated by the listeners. H and L 
tones showed high percentages of discrimination along the 
continua H>L and L>H, respectively. However, the results 
showed contradictory tendencies when a falling tone was 
involved in the discrimination task. First, discrimination of 
a falling tone modified towards a low tone (F>L) showed a 
poor performance, in contrast with the fair discrimination 
of F>H. Second, when the falling tone was the target of 
tone level variations there were two divergent results: (i) a 
poor discrimination when the high tone was altered towards 
a falling tone (H>F) and (ii) a good discrimination when the 
low tone was altered towards a falling tone (L>F). The 
findings summarized so far suggest that YZ listeners are 
sensitive to a number of different aspects of the tone 
frequencies, among them, the stability of a sustained 
frequency, the extreme frequencies of the falling contour 
and the trajectory of the contour itself. In a series of 
experiments, Gandour put forward a model of pitch 
perception [5] that accounts for the results of the present 
experiment: The interaction of three dimensions, 
differential average frequencies of tone, slope and the 
extreme endpoint provide an explanation to the patterns 
observed. First, high and low tones are easily discriminated 
because their average frequencies are further apart in the 
tone ‘space’ and the slope is close to non-significant, thus 
the perceptual distance between the two entities is 
maximized in the unmodified stimuli.  Likewise, it appears 
not to be unreasonable to propose that the successive step 
variations of the stimuli induced the effect of reducing the 
minimum distance between the phonological tone contrast, 
as indeed was reflected by their lower scores. The 
interaction between  slope and extreme endpoint are 
motivated by the patterns involving the contour tone, 
specially by the results obtained in the discrimination task. 
A piece of evidence that both dimensions are necessary 
comes from the patterns found for H>F and F>H. In the 
identification of H in the continuum H>F the category shift 
occurred after a slope of six steps (∆30Hz). This range is 
greater than the ramp observed in the category shift of the 
F>H continuum (∆15Hz). This suggests that listeners are 
sensitive not only to the absolute magnitude of the contour 
but to the interaction of the extreme endpoint plus the slope. 
The interaction of  slope and extreme endpoint account for 
the good discrimination of L>F. If the extreme frequency of 
the contour is fixed in the perceptually optimal low 
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ncy, the slope reaches the limit of variation of L to be 
ved as a level pitch (15 Hz), and, after this point, the 
r will start to perceive a falling contour. However, the 
iscrimination of the stimuli along the continuum F>L 
t be explained satisfactorily along the same lines. It 
xpected that as long as the highest frequency of the 
ur were shifted downward the discrimination function 
 improve. Nevertheless, it is important to point out 
ven though the whole score is below 50% there is a 
al’ trend in the pattern of identification. As shown in 
aph (c) of Figure 3 the first three steps show high 
 of discrimination (around 40%), after the fourth step 
ores fall about a half (20%). Thus, although the scores 
a poor performance in the discrimination of F>L the 
observed could be taken as an indication that the 
on is present to some extent. 
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